**Tomytronic** *3-D Games*  *“Tomytronic” is a trademark of Tomy Kogyo Co. Inc.*

The unique combination of advanced technology and fascinating entertainment.

Use the strap to carry the game along wherever you go. And turn off sound for quiet play.

Requires 3 x HP 7 Type Batteries, not included.

Ages: 6 and up

---

**Sky Attack**

Close up on this 3-dimensional screen, because UFO sightings have been reported over the base. The purpose of their attack is to eliminate the firing craft and prepare for final planetary invasion. The assailants are armed with powerful bombs and attack in several waves. The player can survive these attacks by either dodging them or bringing them down. There are points scored for every successful hit and bonuses on top of it, because those wild flying horrors are surely not unbeatable. Top score on audio-display: 69,995.

Stock No. 7616

Standard pack: 6

*“Sky Attack” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.*

---

**Thundering Turbos**

A supercharged 3-dimensional race simulation, which is based on actual rally situations, ACCEL-button for speed, or release for brakes and slow-down. LEFT and RIGHT-buttons for skill-full steering response, because TURBO's got to chase and overtake those fierce competitors in the race, avoiding crashes into guardrails or other cars. Top score on audio-display: 1,993.

Stock No. 7817

Standard pack: 6

*“Thundering Turbos” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.*

---

**Planet Zeon**

A chance for a supreme Commander in this 3-dimensional screen to prove his skill, because there's another onslaught of an alien SPACE SHIP. They've learned from previous campaigns and have their own FUEL TANKER this time. The player in command must bring his SPACE FIGHTERS into action to ward off the enemy attack. There's a fair chance though, that a skull Commander will not only destroy that SPACE SHIP, but capture that alien FUEL TANKER as well.

Top score on audio-display: 13,990.

Stock No. 7815

Standard pack: 6

*“Planet Zeon” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.*
Kingman

Kingman and his raffish gang are really shrewd and fast on the move. By skilfully maneuvering the gallant Knights through four spatial patterns, the player can rescue the Princess Kingman has locked up in a cage. A fast moving electronic game with lots of action for quick reaction.

Stock No. 7619
Standard pack: 3
Ages: 8 and up
Requires 4 x HP 11 Type Batteries; not included, or uses an AC adaptor, not included.

* „Kingman“ is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH. Design patent pending.
Lupin*
Time to outwit those spooky Blue Ghosts and help LUPIN get at the treasure hidden in the secret room. The player's got to clear three tricky patterns, picking up all the keys along the way, dodging or numbing those Blue Ghosts by using his magic ray. The adventurous mission is accomplished once the safe opens and the slot-machine spins up bonus-points.

Stock No. 7620
Standard pack; 3
Ages: 6 and up
Requires 4 x HP 11 Type Batteries, not included.
or uses an AC adaptor, not included.

* „Lupin“ is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
A marvellous competition for one or two players wrestling with a joystick each in an attempt to capture aliens released by the Starship and spiralling in Space. Hazards include the spider crawling Starship Arm and fierce flashing Meteors. Each Starbase is equipped with two Beam Cannons. The astronauts-duel has three levels of play and an AMA or PRO game selector switch. The astronaut who has caught seven aliens and colonised them in his Starbase has won the game. Turn off sound for quiet play.

Stock No. 7650
Standard pack: 3
Ages: 6 and up
Requires 4 x HP 11 Type Batteries, not included, or uses an AC adaptor, not included.

“Alien Chase” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH. Design patent pending.
Mini Arcade® Daring Driver®

With the turn of the wheel this daredevil race gets real. Swerve that curve or race it straight. It's breakneck-speed and superb timing that decide on first place. An arcade styled game where fun gets fast. With flashes, crashes, explosions and score.

Stock No. 7098
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up
Requires: 2 x HP 2 Type Batteries and 2 x HP 7 Type Batteries, not included.

*“Mini Arcade” and “Daring Driver” are trademarks of Tomy (Europe) GmbH
Design patent pending.
Mini Arcade * Cosmic Clash *

It's fun for the young to go cosmic. To blast enemy ships out of space with laser missiles, while a counter records the shots and the hits. An arcade styled game with flashing lights and sound effects.

Stock No. 7097
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up
Requires 2 x HP 2 Type Batteries, not included.

*Mini Arcade* and *Cosmic Clash* are trademarks of Tomy (Europe) GmbH. Design patent pending.
**Armatron**

With this robot-like arm, young scientists can manipulate all kinds of laboratory equipment in challenging experiments, because Armatron will respond to the commands. Just rotate the controls in any direction and Armatron will give the exact motion needed to grip, pick-up, rotate, move and release materials.

The Armatron set includes:
Mechanical Arm, Globes and Modules,
Cannisters and Cones.

Stock No. 5100
Standard pack: 3
Ages: 8 and up
Requires 2 x HP 2 Typs Batteries, not included.

*“Armatron” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.*
Kong Man*

It’s the fun and the thrill when children discover their ability and skill.
This KONG mountain is a fascinating challenge for young climbers.
Once the clock is set, it’s time for that magnetic steel-ball climb. Over the steps, across the bridge, up to that rocky plateau. It’s moving up and plodding high and higher, scoring along the way. Watch that helping crane pop up ready for magnetic pick-up. From the crane into the balloon. And soon the winning ball rings out with a happy top score sound.

Stock No. 5300
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up
Requires 1 x HP 2 Type Battery, not included.

**“Kong Man” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.**
Trip over Traps*
It's time for perfect timing, because the five steel balls have to be guided from START to GOAL within the allotted time. But watch out, the track is like a perilous river with surprising obstacles about. The player's got to evade these obstacles to achieve the aim of this exciting game.

Stock No. 7023
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up
Requires 1 x HP 11 Type Battery, not included.

* „Trip over Traps“ is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.

Turnin' Turbo Dashboard*
This TURNIN' TURBO DASHBOARD* offers a wonderful training-program for young car enthusiasts. Control and ample instrumentation fall logically to hand and eye. Ignition, gear-lever, fuel-gauge, trip-counter, steering wheel. Besides, it's got a powerful engine. So it's speed up, slow down and watch the screen where TURBO's ride along that tree-lined road can be seen. That's how children will experience the thrill of the drive and learn what fuel-consumption and road safety are all about.

Stock No. 7057
Standard pack: 3
Ages: 6 and up
Requires 4 x HP 2 Type Batteries, not included.

* „Turnin' Turbo Dashboard“ is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
Design patent pending.
Air Jammer Bug Scrammer*
Race this roaring Superstar with the special airpower-effect.
Simply fill up the tank with the air pump included, disconnect hose and push for take off.
Air is all the fuel AIR JAMMER BUG SCRAMMER takes, so just enjoy the speed of the race and the roaring sound the airpowered engine makes.

Stock No. 5032
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up

*“Air Jammer” and “Scrammer” are trademarks of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
The vehicle shape and BUG are trademarks of Volkswagenwerk AG.
Mechanical patent pending.
Design patent registered.

Air Jammer Cycle Scrammer*
Simply fill up the tank with the air pump included, and take AIR JAMMER to the starting line. One gentle push is all it takes. Just watch the jumps and stunts this powerful two wheeler makes. Air is its energy and winning its aim. It’s really a whizzing CYCLE SCRAMMER game.

Stock No. 5007
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up

*“Air Jammer Cycle Scrammer” is a trademark of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
Mechanical patent pending.
Design patent registered.
Space Pets

Stretch Legged Stoomdorm

The air-powered vehicle for proud explorers stretching for the moon. Simply fill up the tank with air using the special pump included. Switch on the controls and let STOOMDORM cover long stretches on any flat surface. Enjoy its happy, clattering sound as it moves around.

Stock No. 5008
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up

*Space Pets, and „Stoomdorm“ are trademarks of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
Mechanical patent pending.
Design patent registered.

Space Pets

High Hopping Stoomdorm

When HOOMDORM starts to hop, there’s no telling when or where he’ll stop. Simply fill the tank up with air using the special pump included. Switch on the controls and let the action begin. Air is all the fuel it takes, so just enjoy that happy leapfrogging sound it makes.

Stock No. 5010
Standard pack: 6
Ages: 6 and up

*Space Pets” and „HOOMDORM” are trademarks of Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
Mechanical patent pending.
Design patent registered.
Zoids*
The pre-hysterical monster-machines
Put ZOIDS together part by part. Then wind up and watch the action start.

Assort No. 2559
Standard pack: 36
9 pcs of {0}
3 pcs of {2}
6 pcs of {3}
9 pcs of {4}
9 pcs of {5}
Ages: 6 and up

* Zoids* is a trademark of
Tomy (Europe) GmbH.
Design patent pending.

1 This Zoid has terrifying black legs that walk him along. He looks like a spider that's fearsome and strong.

2 This Zoid has wings that flap and monstrous feet. He's a monster-machine that's hard to beat.
This Zoid stands tall and lean. He's strange and strong, ferocious and mean.

This Zoid has 2 huge ears and is sturdy and strong. He fills the land with fear as he walks along.

This Zoid swims in the water and roams the ground. He's the creepiest Zoid that's yet to be found.
Popoids*
The new play and build-it-creative activity.
Once children start out on this dazzling tubular connection, they begin to discover their creativity and skill. It's easy tube by tube fitting. Just pull and expand and shape around, and enjoy that crackling assembly-sound. And before they know it, they've got something cute and colourful to show. An elephant, a fire-truck or maybe a crane. The possibilities are endless.

*"Popoids" is a trademark of Tonny (Europe) GmbH.

Box 1
Creative play POPOIDS-COSMIC CREATURES* - assembly set contains all parts shown.
Stock No. 5201
Ages: 4 and up
Popoids

It’s the pride and the thrill when children discover their creativity and skill.

POPOIDS are plastic tubes that come in three sets. To fit and build different types of toys. It’s just stretch and erect and make the things they like best.

Box 2

Creative play POPOIDS-COSMIC CARS*-assembly set contains all parts shown.

Stock No. 5202

Ages: 4 and up
Popoids*
It's Imagination unlimited.

Box 3
Creative play POPOIDS-
COSMIC COLOSSAL*-assembly set contains all
parts shown.
Stock No. 5203
Ages: 4 and up

*Cosmic Creatures*, *Cosmic Cars*
and *Cosmic Colossal* are trademarks of
Tomy (Europe) GmbH.